Revive and Revitalise
Duration:
Who:
Where:

Full Day
25+
Full Day

Take time out of your busy life and revive and revitalise yourself, recharging your batteries with some adventure
and fun with friends.

Ireland Off-Road Experience, Bangor, BT19 1RN, 028 9185 2111
Start your day by getting the adrenaline pumping at Clandeboye
Estate. The estate comprises of 2,000 acres of private ground,
gardens and a farm. Take the opportunity to try Off Road Driving,
Digger skills, blind driving, 4x4 Estate tours, archery, dry stonewall
building or even a helicopter trip!

Mount Stewart, Newtownards, BT22 2AD, 028 4278 8387

(15 mins from previous)

Rewind with a trip to Mount Stewart which is a neo-classical family home with some of the most
unique gardens in the world.
Voted as one of the top ten gardens in the world, Mount Stewart reflects a rich tapestry of design and
planting artistry bearing the hallmark of its creator. Lady Londonderry’s passion for bold planting
schemes coupled with the mild climate of Strangford Lough allows rare and tender plants from across
the globe to thrive in this celebrated garden.
Each of the formal gardens exudes a distinct character and appeal and further afield visitors can enjoy
the beautifully landscaped and informal grounds surrounding the picturesque lake walk. You can
stroll through the gardens or avail of one of our guided garden tours (with one of the knowledgeable
gardening team) to the formal gardens and beyond.
Come and see how the recent £7million restoration has transformed the house including new rooms
on show, the opportunity to see nationally and internationally significant family portraits, stunning
silver collections and other family treasures.

Newtownards BT23 4NP

(8 mins from previous)

Head into the bustling town to enjoy a delicious lunch in the various eateries and why not indulge in
some retail therapy in the independent shops and boutiques?

Ards Blair Mayne Leisure and Wellbeing Complex, Newtownards, BT23 4DB
028 9181 2837

(3 mins from previous)

Finish your day with a relaxing trip to the newly opened £30million complex. Chill out in the Vitality
pool, relax on heated loungers, ease muscle tension in the Sauna or the less humid samarium. Enjoy
the sensory experience of the aroma Steam room, breathe in the benefits of the Salt Grotto and
finish off with a rainforest shower!

For more information on any of these places to visit or more ideas on other locations call into or
phone Ards Visitor Information Centre on 028 9182 6846.

